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ETF MONITOR 

Vietnam likely to become the largest 

constituent in the MSCI FM Index 

 

Vietnam likely to become the largest constituent in the MSCI 

Frontier Markets Index 

On 8 Apr, MSCI Inc., a leading provider of research-based indexes, announced 

to postpone the implementation of the reclassification of the MSCI Kuwait 

Indexes to Emerging Markets until the Nov 2020 Semi-Annual Index Review 

(SAIR). Therefore, Vietnam’s market has to wait until Nov 2020 to become the 

largest constituent in the MSCI Frontier Markets Index. Following the 

reclassification, Vietnam's weight in the MSCI Frontier Markets Index and MSCI 

Frontier Markets 100 Index could be raised to 25.2% and 30%, respectively, 

from 17.2% and 12.2% as at 31 Aug 2020, per MSCI estimates. 

Vietnam could enjoy investment inflows of about US$120m from 

funds that track MSCI Frontier Markets Indexes  

Vietnam will be the biggest beneficiary thanks to its large weighting in the MSCI 

Frontier Markets Index and the MSCI Frontier Markets 100 Index. Based on the 

current data, we expect Vietnam’s stock market to enjoy investment inflows 

worth about US$120m from funds that trade in the MSCI Frontier Markets Index 

and the MSCI Frontier Markets 100 Index (we assume the net asset value of 

those funds remains stable at the current level).  The size of investment inflows 

might be even greater, up to about US$200-210m, if we take into consideration 

active funds. This inflow will help increase market liquidity and strengthen 

investors’ enthusiasm. 

Figure 1: List of funds tracking MSCI Frontier Markets Index and MSCI Frontier Markets  

100 Index (as at 14 Sep 2020) 

 
                                                                                 Source: Funds’ websites & documentaries 

 

 Vietnam likely to become the largest constituent in the MSCI Frontier 

Markets Index in Nov 2020 Semi-Annual Index Review. 

 Vietnam’s stock market could be added to Watchlist for reclassification 

from Frontier Market (FM) status to Emerging Market status in May 2021. 

 Vietnam’s stock market inclusion in the FTSE Secondary Emerging 

Market Index could be announced in Sep 2021. 
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Large caps could be the biggest beneficiaries 

We expect foreign capital inflows will continue to focus on existing Vietnam’s 

large-cap stocks in the MSCI Frontier Markets Index and the MSCI Frontier 

Markets 100 Index, including VNM, VIC, VHM, MSN, VRE, HPG and VCB.  

Figure 2: List of Vietnam’s stocks in the iShares MSCI Frontier 100 ETF (as at 14 Sep 2020)  

 
 Source: iShares MSCI Frontier 100 ETF 

 

We expect Vietnam’s stock market to get official upgrade to 

Emerging Market (EM) status in the next two to three years 

Vietnam maintains its status in the latest MSCI and FTSE reviews 

Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) in its annual market classification 

review in May 2020 kept Vietnam’s stock market at Frontier Market status; it 

was not added to the shortlist of markets that have potential to be upgraded 

from Frontier Market to Emerging Market.  

According to MSCI’s published results, Vietnam meets all quantitative criteria 

for inclusion, but falls short on qualitative measures, as listed below:  

 The market's limited openness to foreign investors and equal treatment for 

them (foreign ownership limitation).  

 Lack of information (corporate news and reports, or government regulations) 

disclosure in English.  
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 Lack of an offshore currency market makes it difficult for foreign investors 

to convert their holdings from the Vietnamese Dong to other foreign 

currencies while the onshore currency market remains limited.  

 Vietnam does not meet other criteria for trading, securities transfer and 

derivative products. 

Vietnam’s stock market also failed to be officially upgraded to a Secondary 

Emerging Market status by FTSE at its annual market classification review in 

Mar 2020. Vietnam continues to fail some qualitative measures, as listed below: 

 The “Settlement Cycle (DvP)” criterion is currently rated as “Restricted”, due 

to the market practice of conducting a pre-trading check to ensure the 

availability of funds prior to trade execution.  

 Since the market does not experience failed trades by default, the 

“Settlement – Rare incidence of failed trades” criterion is unrated. 

 The registration process for foreign investors is still complicated. 

We believe that there are two main bottlenecks that need to be addressed in 

order to upgrade Vietnam's stock market to the Emerging Market status both 

in the MSCI Emerging Market Index and the FTSE Secondary Emerging Market 

Index, including foreign ownership limit (FOL) level and the Clearing and 

Settlement criterion (especially pre-funding issues). 

Vietnam is making efforts to remove foreign room bottlenecks 

The new Securities Law, amendments to the Law on Enterprises and the Law 

on Investment have been approved by Vietnam’s National Assembly and they 

will be effective on 1 Jan 2021. We expect that changes brought by these laws 

will contribute to removing the FOL bottleneck. The current law sets the FOL of 

public companies involving in non-conditional business lines at 49%, but the 

limit can be expanded to 100% with shareholders’ vote and authorised permit. 

However, so far only 39 listed companies have their FOL officially relaxed due 

to the relatively complicated procedures to obtain the easing. The new law 

addresses this bottleneck by automatically imposing a 100% FOL in public 

companies, unless the international treaties to which Vietnam is a member of 

or specialised laws have lower specific provisions. Note that some conditional 

business lines still have a stricter limit, e.g. banking has 30% FOL. 

Under the new Law of Enterprise, the definition of securities includes depository 

receipt (DR) and the provisions on non-voting depository receipt (NVDR) have 

been specified. This is good news for businesses with FOL that has not been 

lifted because they operate in conditional business lines. Accordingly, foreign 

investors will receive unlimited ownership of NVDR in those businesses. The 

changes should attract more foreign capital into Vietnam’s stock market. 

Besides, the launch of several ETFs in Vietnam in 1H20, especially the VFMVN 

DIAMOND ETF, which consists of some notable Vietnamese stocks that have 

no foreign ownership room left, could provide new way for foreigners to invest 

in Vietnamese stocks which have run out of foreign ownership room, and attract 

more foreign indirect capital flow into the country’s stock market.  

Vietnam also tries to remove bottleneck from Clearing and Settlement    

Vietnam is cooperating with South Korean partners to upgrade the securities 

trading system, which is expected to be completed in 2021. Vietnam also plans 

to establish the central counterparty clearing house (CCP) (under Vietnam’s 

Stock Exchange), which is expected to solve pre-funding issues that both FTSE 

and MSCI have considered a bottleneck in upgrading Vietnam's stock market 

to Emerging Markets status. The new trading system also helps Vietnam 
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conduct daily trading and sell pending stocks,… thus further boosting the 

foreign inflows.   

We expect Vietnam’s stock market to get officially upgraded to MSCI 

Emerging Market (EM) Index in May 2023  

In our best case scenario, if the new trading system could be launched in 

1H21F, we expect that Vietnam’s stock market could be added to Watchlist for 

reclassification from Frontier Market status to Emerging Market status at 

MSCI’s Annual Market Classification Review in May 2021. Then, the inclusion 

of Vietnam in the MSCI Emerging Markets Index in the May 2022 annual review 

could be announced for official implementation in Jun 2023.  

Regarding FTSE, Vietnam’s stock market inclusion in FTSE Secondary 

Emerging Market Index could be announced in Sep 2021  

In our best case scenario, we expect that the announcement of the inclusion 

would come from the Sep 2021 annual country-reclassification.  

 

Vietnam could attract US$1.4bn to US$1.9bn in foreign investment 

flow after getting upgrade to Emerging Market status  

We estimate that if Vietnam's stock market is officially reclassified to MSCI 

Emerging Market status, the country could attract US$1.4bn to US$1.9bn worth 

of  foreign investment flow, of which US$779m to US$1,339m would come from 

ETFs that trade in the MSCI Emerging Markets Index and the FTSE Emerging 

Market Index; and US$670m to US$891m from active funds that look for 

investment opportunities in emerging markets.  

Figure 3: List of funds tracking MSCI Frontier Markets Index and MSCI Frontier Markets  

100 Index (as at 14 Sep 2020) 

 
                                                                                 Source: Funds’ websites & documentaries 
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Stock market surges often occur after being shortlisted for 

upgrade to Emerging Market status and before announcement of 

inclusion in the MSCI Emerging Markets Index 

Figure 4: Kuwait stock market (Dec 2015 - present)    Figure 5: Saudi stock market (Dec 2015 - present)  

 

  

 
   Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH      Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

According to historical data, we see that the Kuwaiti stock market and the Saudi 

stock market surged dramatically during the period between addition to the 

Shortlist for upgrade to Emerging Market status and the announcement of their 

inclusion in the MSCI Emerging Markets Index, with increases ranging between 

29% and 33%. In the period from the announcement of the inclusion in the 

MSCI Emerging Market Index to the official effective date, the Saudi stock 

market fluctuated stronger than the previous period, with a slight increase of 

4.3% (More detail in Figure 4 and 5). 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report has been written and distributed by Research Department, VNDIRECT Securities Corporation. The information contained in 
this report is prepared from data believed to be correct and reliable at the time of issuance of this report. Unless otherwise stated, this 
report is based upon sources that VNDIRECT considers to be reliable. These sources may include but are not limited to data from the 
stock exchange or market where the subject security is listed, or, where appropriate, any other market. Information on the company(ies) 
are based on published statements, information disclosure and announcements of the company(ies), and information resulting from our 
research. VNDIRECT has no responsibility for the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of such information. 

All estimates, projections, forecasts and expression of opinions contained in this report reflect the personal views and opinions of the 
analyst(s) responsible for the production of this report. These opinions may not represent the views and position of VNDIRECT and may 
change without notice. 

This report has been prepared for information purposes only. The information and opinions in this report should not be considered as an 
offer, recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell the subject securities, related investments or other financial instruments. VNDIRECT 
takes no responsibility for any consequences arising from using the content of this report in any form.  

This report and all of its content belongs to VNDIRECT. No part of this report may be copied or reproduced in any form or redistributed in 
whole or in part, for any purpose without the prior written consent of VNDIRECT. 

 

RECOMMENDATION FRAMEWORK 

Stock Ratings Definition: 

 Add The stock’s total return is expected to reach 15% or higher over the next 12 months. 

 Hold The stock’s total return is expected to be between negative 10% and positive 15% over the next 12 months. 

 Reduce The stock’s total return is expected to fall below negative 10% over the next 12 months. 

The total expected return of a stock is defined as the sum of the: (i) percentage difference between the target price and the current price and (ii) the 

forward net dividend yields of the stock. Stock price targets have an investment horizon of 12 months. 

  

Sector Ratings Definition: 

 Overweight An Overweight rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a positive absolute 

recommendation. 

 Neutral A Neutral rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a neutral absolute recommendation. 

 Underweight An Underweight rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a negative absolute 

recommendation. 
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